
New tyre approval lists published
15/09/2014 Drivers of classic Porsche sports cars can now find the new lists with all tyres approved 
by Porsche for download on the Porsche Classic website.

The tyre approval lists represent the results of extensive tests over several weeks carried out by the 
Porsche tyre experts this summer. They used classic Porsche sports cars and modern classics such as a 
356, a 911 Carrera G model, a 911 Turbo (930) and a first generation Porsche Boxster (986) for these 
tests. Such tests take place on a regular basis to test and approve newly developed tyres for classic 
Porsche cars. The approval is also documented by the so-called N marking on the tyre flank.

Porsche is the only manufacturer that performs such an extensive 
service
Porsche is the only manufacturer that performs such an extensive service for older models, ranging 
from those 356 models that are over 50 years old, through all the 911 generations and the transaxle 
models 924/944/968 and 928, right up to the first Boxster (986). This is justifiable as around two 
thirds of all Porsche sports cars ever built are still driving more or less regularly on our roads.



With these tyre tests for classic sports cars, Porsche ensures that these older models also profit from 
the progress made in tyre development and can take advantage of the modern tyres that are tailored to 
meet their requirements. This benefits driving behaviour and driving safety with regards to grip on wet 
roads and shorter braking distances.

The latest lists with the new tyres added this year can be downloaded from the Internet using the link in 
the left column.

Link Collection

Link to this article 
https://newsroom.porsche.com/en/history/new-tyre-approval-lists-published-10878.html

Media Package 
https://pmdb.porsche.de/newsroomzips/07c8c10d-80f4-40a2-82ee-c1abf1e34f82.zip

External Links 
http://www.porsche.com/germany/accessoriesandservices/classic/galleryanddownloads/downloads/  
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